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Court orders reinstate/Tient ofROTC homosexual
PORTLAND (AP)—A U.S.
Magistrate Tuesday ordered the
reinstatement of a South Portland woman who was kicked out
of a university Army ROTC
program after admitting she is a
lesbian.
Magistrate D. Brock Hornby
said Diane J. Matthews' disenrollment "as a result of her
declaration of homosexuality,
without any evidence of homosexual conduct," violated her
First Amendment right to free
expression.
Hornby ruled unconstitutional
the Army regulations that
prompted Matthews' discharge
from the Reserve Officer Training Corps program at the
University of Maine at Orono.
The ruling was the first in a

"larger impact" because it tells
employers and the government
that they risk running afoul of
First Amendment rights by
excluding homosexuals for their
status alone.
Matthews, 26, said she was
"excited" to learn of the
decision, and was deciding
whether to return to Orono or
continue her studies at the
University of Southern Maine.
Both UMO and USM offer Army
ROTC.
Matthews had spent four years
as an Army enlisted woman
before enrolling at Orono in
1981, when she signed up for the
officer training program.
After two months, she was
thrown out of ROTC when she
asked to be excused from a

leadership laboratory to attend a
student senate meeting to seek
funding for the Wilde-Stein
Club, a gay student organization.
When questioned about her
relationship to the club, she
admitted she was a lesbian,
according to Hornby's ruling.
Matthews filed suit against the
Army in 1982. claiming her
removal violated her constitu.
tional rights to privacy and
freedom of expression.
She said she hopes to remain
In the Army Reserve, where she
has seven years of service and
needs 13 more to qualify for
retirement.
Hornby, who heard oral
arguments in the case last
(see ROTC page 6)
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federal court to clearly state that ,
homosexual status alone cannot
be grounds for discharge under
Army regulations requiring acknowledged homosexuals to be
separated from the service.
There was no immediate word
from the Army on whether the
ruling would be appealed.
Flornby. in his 41-page decision, did not address the
question of whether the Army
can constitutionally exclude military personnel for engaging in
homosexual acts.
Matthews' lawyer, Michael
Asen, said he was 'delighted" at
the decision. "After a long and
hard fight, Diane Matthews'
rights have been vindicated." he
said.
Asen said the decision has
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GSSapprovesanother
activityfee referendum
by Rick Lawes
Staff Writer
The General Student Senate Tuesday passed a resolution 17-12 which
will send- back to the student body a
referendum to raise the activity fee by
$2.50 per semester to $17.50.
The proposal is different from one
that was 'sent to the GSS from the
student government cabinet and to the
student body Feb. 27. That resolution
asked fbr the fee to be raised by $5 per
semester.
The referendum, to be held May 2.
will also include a question for the
student body to show their approval or
disapproval for the proposed plus/
minus grading system.
Steve Ritzi. student government
president. said he thought the decision
net to raise the activity fee during the
February referendum may have been
made by an uninformed student body.
The referendum failed 57 percent to 39
percent, or by 421 votes.
"What you should be deciding is not
financial need—you should be debat-

Communique
Wednesday, April 4
Maine
Peace
Action
Committee.
"The
Deadly
Teach-in: The Link Between
the
Arms
Build-Up
and
Interventionism. Will it lead to
a 3rd World War?" Sutton
Lounge, Union. 9 a.m. - 9
p.m.
Entemology
Seminar.
Jon
Cullen: "The Forces Governing
Predator-Prey Relationships in
Insects." 207 Deering Hall.
10:10 p.m.
Alcoholics
Anonymous
-Meeting.
South
Bangor
Lounge, Union. 11 a.m.
(continued on page 6)

mg whether or not it _received a fair
hearing." Ritzi said.
Carol Wiley, off-campus senator,
said she was opposed' to the
referendum because student govern-MOW-hasn't had enough time to find
out whether .its budget cuts would
work, and that student government
hasn't had enough time to show the
student body what effect the reduction
in services would have.
"If I were a student and I knew
nothing about the student senate and
then I saw another referendum I would
probably say,'What is going on? Can't
they make up their minds?' " Wiley
said. "It looks like we can't get it right
the first time so we're doing it again."
David Webster, off-campus senator,
said as an example, much of his
constituency did not know what the
activity fee is used for.
"We really believe maybe the
electorate wasn't informed. It's been
exaggerated that some people thought
it was (a) $40 or $30 (increase) but
some of them really thought that.—
Webster said. "The Students felt that

Carol Wiley, off campus senator, opposed another student activity fee
referendum, citing too little time has passed to assess the results of budget cuts which will occur under the present student government budget.
(McMahon photo)
thought the $3 communication fee that
maybe the money wasn't being used
goesto the Maine Campus was part of
properly. that maybe they (student
the activity fee, which it is not."
government) didn't need it."
Part of the debate on the
'Ed Cutting, off-campus senator,
referendum centered on an amendsaid, "That thing that went out to the
(see SENATE page 6)
students was unreadable. Students

Fourstudents confess tojacket thefts
by Jim Emple
Staff Writer
Four male Knox Hall residents,
including two freshman members of
the UMO baseball team, have been
sent to the conduct officer for the theft
of 10 jackets from Stewart Commons
on Feb. 24. said the assistant director
of police services Tuesday.
William Prosser asked the Maine
Campus to withhold their names for
fear that they may receive physical
harm from angry students who had
their jackets stolen.
Prosser said no arrests were made
concerning the stolen jackets, valued
at 51.100. because he favored the diversion program. He said. "Justice
would be better served through the

university than throught the courts. In
the court system they could be found
innocent or have their case dismissed
because of a technicality. This decision
was made because they cooperated
with us and admitted their mistake. If
they hadn't cooperated or felt
remorse, it probably would have gone
to court."
Prosser said there was no connection between how the case was
handled and that two of the students
involved play for the UMO baseball
team.
A UMO student, who asked not to
be named, said the' two baseball
players involved in the crime are still
on the team.
The UMOPD received information

on the whereabouts of the jackets from
a confidential informant in March. On
March 22, the UMOPD executed its
search warrant in the designated room
of Knox Hall for the four jackets
mentioned in the warrant. While
searching the room, Officer Robert
Norman found 10 jackets. a study
lounge coach and 12 UMO milk crates.
The use of the search warrant resulted
in the confiscation of the four jackets
mentioned in the warrant and the
contraband,
On March 26. the two Knox Hall
residents in question were asked to
bring the remaining six jackets to the
station. That evening they wrote their
confessions and two other Knox Hall
• (see THEFT'S page 6)
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University Club now open on a trial basis
by Suzanna Mitchell
Staff Writer
The University Club. a club for
UMO faculty, professional staff.
alumni .and their guests, is now open
on a trial basis on the Memorial
Union's second floor.
William Soule, associate professor
of mathematics and spokesman for the
club's steering committee, said a
reception and convention to officially
mark the opening of the club will be
held before semester's-end. At that
time, by-laws of the club should be
approyed and dues established.
However, the draft of the by-laws
state that they cannot be adopted until
the club has dues from at least 40
people. Soule said, and that stipulation
may change in the approval process.
The draft of the by-laws also says
club officers will be elected every
September. The club will wait until
September 1984 to elect the first
officers, Soule said.
Renovations to the Peabody Lounge
and Ford Room, the club's location,
were completed during March break.
The large wooden doors were
installed across the hallway that
divided the two rooms. A "University
Club" sign was placed over the doors.
New parquet flooring was laid on the
hallway floor.
Food service is provided on one side
of the hallway. On the other side is a
lounge with upholstered furniture. Bar
service is available after 4 p.m.
The budget forthe renovations was

$7,500 (Maine Campus 3/7/84).
figures for the changes are not
available yet because some final
renovations, such as putting a new
floor in the coat closet, are yet to be
done.
Walter Schoenberger, professor of
political science, is, a member of the
club's steering committee. He said the
idea of having a faculty club has been
present at the university for many
years. and that the last attempt at
forming one was in the mid-1960s.
He said 'the idea behind the club- is
to "have a place where faculty
members can get together and have
lunch, have !a drink in congenial
surroundings and provide that opportunity not only in the. day but in the
evening."
The Peabody Lounge. which had
been designated as a faculty lounge
when the Memorial Union was built in
1953, proved to be insufficient because
_students could use the area after 4
or 5 p.m. Schoenberger said.
The political science department
realized this, he said, when they were
entertaining candidates for positions
at UMO."We were trying to convince
them this was a good place to come.
We wanted to meet at the Peabody
Lounge. but when we got there, we
found it was being used for a yoga
class." He said the class' was held
there because it was the only place
that size that Id'rugs on which the
people could practice yoga.
Supposedly the faculty had piecedence there, but it was not tine.,

Gloria Stevens Promises
xactly What You Want!!!
You can lose weight...
have thinner thighs...
and a flatter stomach...
all in time for
the beach season.
Our proven programs
of aerobics, nutrition,
weight 'training, and
group exercises will
give you exactly
what you want...

RESULTS!

. Morrie

The University Club opened its doors to new members after renovations
to the Peabody Lounge and Ford Room were completed during March
break. (McMahon photo)
staff at UMO," it sat& "Responses
Schoenberger said, because events
were scheduled there far ahead of , from 47 percent_of _the, faculty, -19-percent of the non-administrative
time.- professional staff. and 62 percent of
A letter to the Memorial Union
the administrators showed that close
Council regarding space request from
to 300 people were willing to pay club
the Council of Colleges ad libc
fees for a university club and to
committee on a university club, said
purchase some 500 lunches a week."
the COC appointed a committee in
Soule said a meeting was held in
October 1982 "to investigate and
June 1983 and a committee was
report on meeting the faculty's need
appointed to draft a club constitution
for a lounge or club— _
and to decide how to utilize the space
"The committee reported to the
that was approved for the dub by the
council áfHi December 1982 tit-eking
Memorial Union Council in May 1983.
on the basis of a questionnaire sent to
He said he drew up by-laws that
all faculty members and professional
were then circulated among the
faculty. On Oct. 14, 1983 there was a
campus-wide meeting to discuss
architectural features, and to propose
LOST: Checkbook; Northeast Bank,
a time schedule as to when the
Blue _Cover. Near Stevens/Little, Mon.
construction might ,get underway.
a.m. Please return to info- desk, Union.
,
About 50 people were at,the meeting,
LOST: Girl Scout Jacknife, with rope
and
they concluded they were not
clip. Sentimental value. Holly Schaeffer,
ready
to adopt the by-laws.
319 Chadbourne. Call 4636 around 1:00—Also at that meeting, a steering
2:00.
committee was elected to do what was
We have the lowest airfares to Europe
necessary to put the club into
and across America! For Free Color
Brochure, Write to: Campus Travel, Boit
operation.
11387, St. Louis, MO 63105.
The
Great
Comic
Book
Sale
Continues! 1,000 Marvel and D.C., 25'
each, 100 for S20.00. Call Mike Perry,
866-2852.

500 Main St.
Bangor,Maine
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BIBLE STUDY
Wednesday 6:30 p.m.
N. Bangor Lounge
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In Orono, now showing and leasing
apartments for next fall. Call for an
apartment. 827-2402 or 827-7231.
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David
Hersey,
a
1974
U.M.O.
graduate, will be the guest evangelist for
the Spring Revival Services of the Search
for Truth Student Fellowship. Rev.
Hersey pastors a church. in Machias and
formaly taught micro-biology at Machias
High School.

SOP

0

0

The services will start Monday April 2 trough Wednesday
April 4 at Memorial Hall, Drummond Chapel, at 7:30 p.
m. There have been several U.M.O. students and staff
filled with Baptism of the Holy Ghost since "S.F.T."
organized on campus in 1980. S.F.T.'s president Alston
Oliver, a senior History major, invites you to come and
see the out pouring of the Holy Ghost during this U.M.O.
Spring Revival. Note: A free 12-week Introductory Bible
Course is offered to you, with Bible and course manual.
Interested?! Call Alston at 1-394-4311.
0
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World/U.S.News
Momentum changes hands

Mondale defeats Hart,Jacksonin N.Y.primary
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NEW YORK (AP)—Walter F.
Mondale won
the
New
York
presidential primary election Tuesday
night and claimed the victory he
needed to regain command over
Sen. Gary Hart in the race for the
Democratic presidential nomination.
"We had a very good day today
in New York," Mondale said.
"Apparently we did well across the
board.".
Based on polling-place interviews,
the television networks said Hart
was in a closer-than-expected contest
for second place with the Rev. Jesse
Jackson.
Jackson was polling exceptionally
well in New York City, apparently
winning about 80 percent of the
black vote.

election calendar. must move s-wiftlsy if
he is to stall his rival's drive for the
nomination.
Only three weeks ago, Hart's,
.candidacy was qn a roll, winning
several early primaries and caucuses.
But Mondale quit campaigning as a
serenely confident front-runner and
became the aggressor in the race.
moving on to defeat Hart in the Illinois
primary two weeks ago and taking aim
in New York.
Hart said New York was not critical
to his chances for the nomination, and
he already was looking ahead to
Pennsylvania.
But New York is the kind of state
that a Democrat must carry to defeat
President Reagan next fall, and the
Mondale vietory would blunt Hart's

claim that only he can capture the
White House for the Democrats.
While there are still hundreds of
delegates to be chosen each state that
Mondale wins makes it that much
difficult for Hatt.
Mondale himself said the New York
primary was critical to his own
chances.
"If we lose, we're in trouble. But if
we win, they're going to have to make
a pretty good grab at our coattails to
catch up." was his assessment.
Hart said the state was less critical"
to' his "new ideals" candidacy and
demonstrated with an afternoon of
campaigning and fund raising in
Philadelphia that he is already looking
ahead.

Legislators to consider$6.2millionappropriation bill
by Colin Strainge and
the Associated Press.
A bill that- seeks a $6.2-million
appropriation for University of Maine
collective-bargaining agreements will
be considered by. the Legislature. but
whether GoV. Joseph E. Brennan
would approve the full request was
uncertain Tuesday.
Legislative leaders from both parties
agreed Tuesday to allow the bill to be
considered this session. It would fund
tentative collective-bargaining agreements with four university unions
--rePreienting 4,000 faculty members
and other employees.
But the governor is not committed to
approving any specific amount and is
waiting to see if the Appropriations
Committee finds money for the bill.
Brennan aide Andre Janelle said
Tuesday.
"Before he takes any kind of final
position he wants to see what

NOON PRAYER
Thursday 12:30 p.m.
Drummond Chapel

in
Canterbury

M.C.A.

no

The perfect way
to express your love
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Some 252 convention dereTates
were at stake—the biggest singlestate prize so far and, next to
California, the largest of the year.
441n New York, they (the Hart
campaign) spent maybe three times,
maybe four times as much money as
we did," Mondale said. "But
Americans weren't looking at that.
Citizens of New York were asking
that key question—who would make
a better president, and I think that's
why we won."
With 57 percent of the vote in, it
was:
Mondale, 327,802 or 49 percent.
Hart, 221,401, 33 percent.
Jackson, 99,053, 15 percent.
Hart. who campaigned Tuesday in
Pennsylvania. next week's stop on the

Show your love with a
perfect Keepsake diamond
engagement ring.
Each
center
Keepsake
diamond has perfect color,
cut and clarity. Be assured of
a perfect, brilliant diamond
set in a beautifully styled 14
karat white or yellow gold
ring.
Come choose your
Keepsake ring today.

eeDsakë
Registered Diamond Rirgp

aA.4.3i14,1 s,„s
JEWELERS OF MAINE
73 Main Si.
Downtown Bangor
Mao located at the Bangor Moll
Truk Mask Reg

Appropriations does, and what recom- it over or do something with it. they
mendations it has" for the university can, but it deserves to be heard."
to generate some of the funds through
_ Bost•said there was a good chance
tuition hikes or other means, gaid the measure will be considered this
Janelle.
session and not held over for the
Rep. Steve Bost, D-Orono. who is proposed June session on education.
the primary sponsor of the bill, said, "The mood of the legislature seems
think the state' ha an obligation to --Very positive on this subject right
fund this proposal."
now," he said.
The measure is also sponsored by , Brennan adviser David Redmond
House Majority Leader Elizabeth said last week that the governor would
Mitchell.
D-Vassalboro,
Senator likely support a portion of the 'request,
Nancy Clark. D-Freeport. and Senate but not the entire amount.
Minority Leader Samuel Collins,
"What we have to do is find our
R-Rockland.
proper share of the funding." he said.
Mitchell said. "This deserves to be adding,that the university vvotild-have
heard now, and if peopte want to hold'- 10-•eaise—the balance through tuitiOn

hikes or "economies" elsewhere in its
budget.
Redmond said the request, if
granted in full, would mean a
12.5-percent increase in General Fund
support for the university during the
current two-year budget cycle;
That includes the $2 million set
aside for expanding the university in
Lewiston, he said.
The university trustees Feb. 27
approved the agreements on the
condition that the Legislature appropriate the full $6.2 million needed for
the wage and salary increases.

ANCHORS AWEIGH.
The Army's active, reserve and national
guard units have nearly 800 landing, amphibious and harbor craft. More than
the Navy, in fact!
If the smell of the sea excites you,
you'll be excited by the executive opportunities available to the Army officer.
Opportunities, for example, with the
Corps of Engineers—responsible, among
other things, for construction and main-

tenance of dams, waterways, harbors
and bridges. Opportunities with the
Transportation Corps, moving equipment and personnel .though military
ocean terminals along the United States
coastline and overseas. These and many
other opportunities gives'ad venture and
soliCi.leadership experience. It's the kind
of experience that can put you a step
ahead in any job market—military or
civilian.
Make your first step now. See the Professor of Military Science On your
campus.

BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

ARMY
ROTC.
Cpt Paul D. Walker, Jr.
U.S. ARMY
ROTC ADMISSIONS OFFICER

- 581-1125
main,-04469
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Another vote
T
he General Student Senate at UMO basbeen criticized as, being nothing more than
a group of neo-politicians who take
themselves entirely too seriously, and who have
the intelligence to believe that UMO's student
government is the stepping stone into real
politics. This may seem a little harsh, but recent
actions by the student senate tend to prove the
accuracy of these complaints.

Tagged on to the ballots in the last student
government election was a referendum to increase
the activity fee. Rather analogous to raising the
price of tickets for the circus). However, the
student body saw fit to deny the student
government the extra money to play around with.
In fact out of 2,284 students who voted on _the
referendum; 1,351 voted against it.
And now, for some strange reason, they want
to bring the matter up once again. Perhaps their
strategy is to keep bringing it up until the student
body gets tired of hearing about it and passes it
just to stop them from bringing it up again.
And what, praytell, does student government
need all of this extra cash for? Perhaps they have
the noble idea ofmot wanting to cut club

_

funding. That makes sense, especially when you
consider that next year the Cravat Club will be
eligible for funding by the senate. And while the
senate is probably not foolish to fund the Cravat
Club, isn't it a bit ridiculous that it is even
eligible?

Members of student government have said that
the reason they think the activity fee referendum
should be resubmitted is that it was not properly
publicized. Do they think that students did not
understand what raising the activity fee meant to
them? Do they have a fantastic new publicity
campaign that could sell anything? Or have they
come to the conclusion that the only reason the
increase did not pass was that students did not
- --know enough about it? Have they conveniently
ignored the possibility that students were
informed and simply decided they did not want
the fee increased.
There are undoubtedly some valid uses for the
activity fee we already pay, not all- of ette
organizations student government funds are a
total waste of money, but the thought of
increasing the budget of an organization that
operates the way the GSS does is preposterous.
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Writing
the obituary
ofa hero
Sunshine does wonders for people
who haven't been acquainted with it
for a long time. These past two
days have gone a long way toward
restoring life to us all after a long,
dreary winter.
That's the secret of spring.
Rejuvenation.
Rebirth.
Everyone
knows the old saying about how -"aryoung man's fancy turns to love."
As far as I'm concerned, Monday
was the first day of the year.
Monday is also the day my stories
are due for the Old Town-Orono
Times, where I'm a reporter. The
warmth and sunshine had my spirits
soaring as I began the day. That is,
until I had to face iny assignment
for the day:. Obituaries. Death.
There are more 'favorable items to
deal with on the first real day of
spring.
There were two stories. A former
Old Town police chief, Jack Palo,
had died of illness Sunday in Rhode
Island. The second was by far more
sobering. A 23-year-old former Old
Town High student was killed in a
fire Sunday morning in Hampden,
but not before saving the life of a
16-month-old child. Great human
drama, front page news. An awful
hard thing to accept on such a
beautiful spring day.
The young man, Wesley Thurston,
was visiting a friend's family at
their apartment over the Coastal
Music store on Route IA. The fire
started at 4 a.m., and overwhelmed
the old wooden apartment within
minutes. Three of the family
members escaped through a second
story window. Thurston, Hampden
firemen say, stayed behind to wrap
the young child in a blanket and
hand
him
down
through
the
windown.
Apparently
he
was
overcome by smoke immediately
afterwards.
"He'll be another hero who won't
be around to take the credit,"
HiMpden Fireman Steve Langley
said. "Hopefully he won't be an
unsung one."
I don't hesitate to admit some
yearning for glory went into my
decision to try journalism as a
career. It's a heady feeling to see
one's name in the paper every day.
It offers a free ticket to be at the
center of the action, to see places
and meet people you wouldn't
otherwise have a chance to.
It's' a great job However, its..
sometimes tough to remember that
it's the people in the story and their
actions that's important, not the
writer. It's an intimidating task, to
give these people a fair shake. I
never knew Thurston, but from his
selfless actions I won't hesitats to
shed my journalistic impartiality and
call him a hero. I hope I did him
justice.

Steve
Bullard
is
a
senior
journalism/history major counting
down the days, hours and minutes
until graduation.
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Eddie Driscoll talks
abouttelevision,fame,
and"The Geat Money Movie"
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IF LOVE
Sentenced' to # cold stone world
grey as. our,faces—
course as our cares,
you fall upon the body of yesterday;
Her wounds are ugly.•
Blood-bathed, in warming embraces
we stand, together the hunted—
our arms 'encircle the causes. •
If love is,
here it falls into the darkness
of life that surrounds us
filling the spaces between bodies pressed
as pages are pressed
word to word—
meanings spared.

SEARCH
As children we are
in awe
of crickets in the field;
of each green that
finds itself born
to whither 'brown and die
in the fury of Summer's scorch.
We search for no one
great mKning—
Mother's answers alone
cradle damp bodies
and press up to bed.
I cannot sleep tonight
and wonder what
has burnt me so badly that
I find no peace.
I turn to a heaven
I turn to man and
I turn to my own self
Weary, I must close my eyes
which becomes sleep
and then a dream.

poetry
April Cerrichio
GRANDMOTHER'S SONG

I. am no pearl
in a pond.
Alas, no pearl
at all.
rather a blossom—
once fragrant and
pretty...
how quickly death
cOmes to call.

reds

And no one
collects up the aged.
Who'd notice,
who'd admire,
a wilted brown
remnant of spring time...
how quickly the
frivolous tire.

the A

cardii
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Today is cold.
A frozen patch of time
breathing visible clouds
from it's grim face.
Call this a bitter winter—
or cal it a lonely woman
and take her home.
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Nome
A talk by the Rev. Ansley Coe_Throckmorton,
Pastor 40,,f Hammond Street'Congregational Church,
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World Alliance of' Reformed Churches
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Ansley Throckmorton is a lively and insightful member
of the clergy of Greater Bangor, a long-time pastor of
Hammond StTeet Congregational Church, who recently spent
time in Cuba visiting on behalf of the World Alliance
of Reformed Churches in order to establish closer ties
with the Christians of Cuba.
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Her trip both impressed and surprised her, in that she
discovered a Cuba not at all like that portrayed by most
Of the American press, and she found a Church on the
Caribbean's largest island functioning in a way quite
dissimilar to churches in capitalist societies.
We hope this presentation, sponsored by the Maine
Christian Association, is of interest to a wide crosssection of the University community.
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HotDogAnnie
and the revelation
Ed Lorusso
The vending cart was painted in garrish yellows and
reds and had emblazoned on each side in large letters
the word "EATS." An old lady in a hopelessly ratty
cardigan was pushing the cart across the common.
She Stumbled along, alternately singing and talking to
herself. Now and then she would pause to wipe her
runny nose on her sweater sleeve. Then, suddenly, she
would yeti, "They're hot!"
Hot Dog Annie cris&-crosseci the city commorv every day., $4.e
followed a regular route, known only to herself. She sat on a
certain" park bench, claiming the pigeons did not bother' her
there. Her slate-grey hair was rarely combed and her sweater
was a common site- in -all weather except for winter's cruelest
months.
"Hello. Annie." said the blue suit.
She pushed the cart against the
"Hi,"
echoed the brown suit.
October wind, followed by an
"how's
the
kraut today?"
ever-present horde of pigeons waiting
"Well,
you
are in luck. Today is my
for bun crumbs. The sweater hung
famous
all-you-can-keep-down-for-aheavily despite the brisk gusts. Trails
of steam rose from the- metal dollar sale."
The two executives looked at each
containers that held hot dogs and
sauerkraut. and the yellow and red other and laughed. They each ordered
cart shone like a beacon in the dull a hot dog with sauerkraut.
It was noon. Church bells started to
autumn weather.
Chime
in the tower at St. Dominic's.
Her hands were red and raw from
started
to prepare the dogs with
-Annie
to
seem
the nippy wind, but she didn't
kraut. She gently fined two fat hot
notice. She limped slightly.
dogs from the steaming metal tray and
"They're hot!"
Two young businessmen approach- set them gingerly on the soft buns.
ed. They were dressed in suits and had Next she removed the cover from the
apparently just emerged from a warm hot sauerkraut. A huge cloud of
aromatic vapor rose from the food.
office.
Annie closed her eyes and breathed
"Howdy,- gentlemen."

Stillwater Village
Renting Now For September
1, 2, and 3 bedroom apartments. Heat
and hot water included. Parking for two
vehicles per apartment. Rent starting
from $460 a month and up.
Call 866-2658

""10

de ply. She opened them and looked
int the vapors that hung in the air.
With the bells ringingin the ditance,
Annie hadà revelation.
There, in the sauerkraut steam, was
a face. Annie dropped the cover she
held and stared into the eyes of the
hovering face. She seemed to be
suspended in time. Whole worlds.
came and went in between the ringing
church bells. The eyes hypnotized
Annie; she could not look away. She
was dimly aware of a beard and
outstretched hands. The cold breeze
blew all around her, but the revelation
in the steam hung there, suspended.
And then a voice spoke to her. As
the last bell was rung, the voice, both
low and sweet clearly spoke.
"You have been chosen," it said,
"and now you must prepare to receive
Him. You must make yourself pure to
receive Him. You will bring Him into
the world anew. You must persevere."
• And then it was gone. Just as
suddenly as it had appeared. the voice
and face were gone. Annie continued
to stare where the vision had been, but
when the customeers brought her back
to reality, she found she was staring at
a billboard advertising Calvin Klein
jeans.
"Come on, Annie. we don't have
much time," complained the blue suit.
"Right. Right with ya." she
muttered.
Annie finished preparing the dogs
with kraut and the two men walked
away quickly. hugging their suit coats
to their bodies with their free hands.'
She replaced the lids and absently
cleaned the small counter. She did not
yell "They're hot!" and she did not
wipe her nose on her sleeve. She sat on
her bench and stared at St. Dominic's
Church. In all her fifty-some-odd
years. she had never given religion

half a thought. Her life had revolved
around her business and her cat, Jo.
She was suddenly—eold. -She hadignored religion all her, life, but she
could not deny the revelation. She
grabbed her elbows and hugged her
arms to her body. The wind swirled
around her and a dozen pigeons
quietly landed in a semicircle. Annie
did not move. The birds simply stood
there, as if they were waiting for a
sign.. She stared at them, suddenly
afraid. The birds seemed to be staring
back. Twenty-four eyes were on her.
But the showdown was broken when a
black and especially dirty pigeon
erupted from the pavement. It was
followed by the remaining eleven.
She nearly leapt from the bench and
quickly smothered the flames of the
gas burners. Hot Dog Annie pushed
her cart home as the day grew darker
and more ominous.
Annie hastily locked the shed door
that safeguarded her cart and walked
quickly to her one-room apartment.
Once inside, she locked the door. The
gloomy room was a mess of
newspapers and litter boxes. Jo, the
cat, walked into the center bf the room,
suspicious of this mid-day intrusion.
Annie bent and stroked the cat once,
then drew the shades on the two
windows. In the new darkness she
slumped into the chair while Jo stalked
about, meowing now and then. The
cat, finally sure- of not receiving any
more attention, slipped beneath the
bed where it -vent immediately to
sleep on a small' piece of carpet:
An hour or so passed and Annie was
still in her chair. But the idea she had
would not go away, as much as she
disliked it. She made up her mind.
(see ANNIE, page 7h4)

SEA PRESENTS
BONNIE RAITT
and special guest
at Memorial Gymnasium
on Sat., April 14
at 8:00 p.m.
Tickets on sale
in the
Memorial Union
from
10-3 daily
April 2-April 14
Students $8.00
General $10.00

to radio, but what that something more was
seemed a mystery to them. So performers like
Driscoll were given free rein to test the
audience's desires, and limits. It's not just
another media myth that early station owners
actually told their performers to "do whatever
you want."
i
Today Driscoll is one of the few throwbacks
to this wide-open era of largely free-form TV.
The technology that brings us live satellite
feeds from around the world, broadcasting
schools that produce polished and reasonably
articulate beauty contestant broadcasters and
rating systems that help kill shows after only
six weeks leave little room for performers like
network
market and
large
Driscoll in
Programs. The rather unfortunate result seems
to be performers like Dana Hersey (TV 38's ohso-sophisticated host of the "Movie Loft")
who certainly ooze professionalism but are
about as exciting as watching mildew grow on
the shower curtain. Driscoll may have a few
rough edges even after 30 years,, but at least
he's entertaining.

you might
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doing 18
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first two
because, )
there.'"

Driscoll
and starrl
including
Super St
Swale Sh(
"The Gre

.spect, Driscoll arrived in

A
sfront of ,the TV cameras iu his own special
way. Born and bred, as he saA, in Brewer, he
quit high school, in his junior year to join the
Navy. After two years in a naval supply depot
in Australia and a short stay in Connecticut,
Driscolr-returned -to—Brewer and took—a-job
loading railroad cars for Eastern Fine Paper.
After hours he participated in VFW minstral

enquiry

The church

of
The Great Money Movie
Frank Harding
and,
he studio is rather small
consequently, more cluttered than you
would expect. At one end stands the
gleaming mass of formica that is the
Newscenter Two anchor desk, built to match
the one at sister station WCSH in Portland.
Weather maps line the walls and a tangle of
wires covers the floor. The set of "The Great
Money Movie" is folded efficiently against the
far wall.
With about 10 minutes left before the 3
o'clock 'teaser" promoting today's movie, a
cameraman begins to arrange the set. He
swings a hinged section of the blue
background away from the wall and lowers the
show's sign from the ceiling. He wheels a
stagepiece of multi-colored stars into place and
sets the desk with the barrel of postcards at
center stage.

Today's feature is 'Assault on a Queen'
starring Frank Sinatra. You watch for those
secret words and we might be calling you. So
join us at four, on two."
And cut.

T

Eddie Driscoll enters the studio wearing his
familiar electric red jacket and begins hamming
it up for the photographer. Tim deHaas, the
hands and voice of Nelson T. Riffic the
puppet, is hanging around waiting for the
show's start at 4 o'clock. "These guys are
from 'People' magazine," Driscoll deadpans to
him. "They're doing a story on me and you're
not in it."
DTisC011 continues to clown for his small
audience until the cameraman gives the 30
second warning. "G0000d afternoon, folks,"
he says at the 'next signal. "The first call on
'The Great Money Movie' today is worth $50.

,

ti.

mhis is Driscoll's 30th year at Channel Two;
I as far as he's concerned though, it's pretty
much just another year -in a career that goes
back to when the station was still WTWO. He
hasn't changed much over the years: Give him
back the 40 pounds he's lost since discovering
he's a mild diabetic and run a bit of Grecian.
Formula through his hair and he'd be the
same zany jester that crawled around the -set
of the original "Weird" 25 years ago.
But while Driscoll remains essentially
unchanged, TV itself has changed dramatically
since he started out. Technology, of course,
has had a great impact; videotape alone has
changed the way Driscoll does his job.
"Whatever you did, you did live," Driscoll
said of his early days. "That means every
break, every half hour, you had to stand out
in that studio, watch for the red light to go
on, read a 30 second commercial, do a 15
second promo, do an ID while you're keeping
your eye on the clock and hope to hell you're
not blowing it. Now with tape,, you know, you
keep going until it's perfect. But those were
great days; those were adventurous days."
Back in those adventurous days, TV
programmers weren't sure what their audiences
wanted to see. They knew TV could be
something more than simply a visual adjunct

shows, designing and building sets, directing
and acting. He did acts with a variety of
homemade puppets and pantomimed to records
such as "Oh Mahariji" and "King of the
Road." Yes, 25 years before Duran Duran
appeared on MTV, Driscoll was a pioneer

video artist.

"Doeshego home
at nightand ternarize his wife
with astartlingly accurate impression

°Berry Lewis."

When WABI went on the air in 1953, Hal
Shaw extended a more or less open invitation
to area performers to appear on his show.
Driscoll auditioned with his puppets and
eventually performed for 15 weeks on "The
Hal Shaw Show."
When Driscoll heard Murray Carpenter was
going to open a new station, Driscoll wrote
him a letter of introduction and again
auditioned with his puppets. "(Carpenter) said
great and said can you make a sea captain
puppet," Driscoll said. "So I made a sea
captain puppet named Captain Salty and he
hired him for the Newscentral Weather. We'd
do spots on the weather, Captain Salty's
Weather Report. Of course they had a real
weatherman there too and the captain kind of
killbized with him and also led into the
commercials."
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Captain Salty evolved into another puppet
show caled "Toby Time," an hour-long,
Saturday morning show that Driscoll produced
•by himself. "Toby Time" evolved into
"Coffee Time" in 1955, and marked the firsi

"Porky Pig" or "My Backyard" and in
Salem's Lot" a woman watches the man on
"Dialing for Dollars" pulling slips from the
fishbowl.)

erS

ier

1

••••••

••••••
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tirrle-1ntscoI1 himself, not his puppets,
appeared on. camera. Driscoll admist being a
bit apprehensive about starring in his own two
hour morning show. "I said, 'Are you out of
your mind? I don't mind this puppet stuff; I

11 of which is well and good but doesn't

answer the pressing question: Who is the
A
real Eddie Driscoll? Is he the man that
whoops "Wa-hoo" each time he gives away a
prize on "The Great Money Movie"?; the guy

love it. I'm hidden down there having a ball
doing 18 different characters. You mean go
out there live and do a two hour show alone?'
I said, 'Well, I'll try and you'll know in the
first two weeks if I'm going to make it
because, you know, you're scared to death out
there.'"

sm

it concerns the business, fine, that's my job.
But my personal life is my own and I just
don't go out and have neon signs hanging off
my house and stuff like that."
Publicity aside, Driscoll clearly loves his job
and it shows whenever he steps in front of a
camera. "I've never had a bad day or a day
when I've said, 'Oh, I've got to go into work
today.' When that day comes is the day I'll
walk out and retire. If you like your work,
that's half the battle and I love my work. In

Who is the realEddieDriscoll?
'Is he the man that whoops"Wa-boo"

Driscoll eventually overcame his butterflies
and starred in a long list of local programs
including "My Backyard," "The Supertime
Super ShoW," "King Fun," "The Grover
Swat Show," "Dialing for Dollars," and now
"The Great Money Movie."

each time hegivesaway aprize on
The Great Money Movie'

that dons plastic buck teeth and floppy hat to
play Bruce Budworm? Does he go home at
night and terrorize his wife with his startlingly
accurate impression of Jerry Lewis?
"Well, I'm born under the sign of Gemini.
That's- two people, twins," Driscoll said.
home I'm quiet. I read a lot; I videotape the
shows and stuff like that. I love old movies;
I've got a pile of books an old movies—the
good stuff that they don't make anymore."
"Away from here
person. First of all,
If I go shopping
-_— giasses off and pull

I'm an entirely different
I hate going out in public.
or something I take my
my hat down -low. But at

And he does his best to play down what he
calls "that celebrity shit." "Some guys love
that; they eat it up. But not me, I can't stand
it. As far as it concerns the station, as far as

(Harman photo)
Other than hosting the movie programs,
Driscoll is probably best known for his work
on "weird." With Roy Dunphy, now an
engineer at WGAN in Portland,- Driscoll hit
upon the idea of performing skits based on the
theme of late night horrow movies. If nothing
else, the skits certainly lived up to the show's
name and the performers enjoyed doing
material that, even in_ Those frev-form days,
probably would never see the light of daytime
programming. "We were there at one or two
o'clock in the morning cleaning up because we
, usually made a royal mess of the studio,"
Driscoll said.
"Weird" ran from 1955 until 1959 when it
was cancelled for some long-forgotten reason.
But the show was resurrected last year when
"Weird II" debuted. Driscoll is only an
occasional performer on the new show, but he
made one memorable appearance last year

when, under some very surreal circumstances,
he grew to 10 or 20 times his normal size and
chased guest star Stephen King through the
streets of Bangor. (King, incidently, included
Driscoll in two of his books. In "The Dead
Zone," the man is watching TV from his
hospital bed and can't decide whether to watch

30 years, so far, I've missed 14 days due to
illness. I wanted to go in a couple of those
days and .my wife said, 'You're not going
anywhere*,Just a month ago I was hit with
the flu arid I missed two days. I was so
__uneasy I was sick but_i_was just couldn't
- believe I was laying around the house."
And what has kept Driscoll in the Bangor
area lo these many years when he could have
sought fame, and a considerably higher salary
in a larger market? "Just that I'm too scared
to go anywhere else," he said. "I wouldn't
dare to go down to New York and try out.
•I'd be afraid. You know, there's so many real
pros down there and they do nightclub work. I
couldn't do that. A live audience and I go all
to hell. But if there's a camera at that live
audience, I'd be all right."

The hell with ratings
let's make the real host a fictional
character.' Grover Swale. He's supposed to
be the host of the show but I'd come on
every morning and say something like,
'Well, Grover was supposed to b'e here
today, but he got a flat way out there in
Aurora. He's not going to make it so I'm
going to have to sit in for him.' Every day
we had an excuse for him. The guy never
showed up. And the people, they got onto
it after a while and they liked it. But they
didn't give it long enough to run. They gave
it three months to run and said, 'We're
going to take it off.' But I think it could
have gone.
"You see, it's tough to do local, to get
the audience. They're so sophisticated and
they want all this slick stuff that's in the
can. But I've said it and I -I1 keep on saying
it:
They
don't
do
enough
local
programming. Do it with the idea, "The
hell with the ratings." We're not going to
beat the "Today" show; we're not going to
Case in point: "The Grover Swale beat these slick things like "Donahue." But
for God's sake, do something for the
Show."
Driscoll thought up the "Grover Swale community. Don't worry about the ratings.
Show" after "Dialing for Dollars" went off You've got nighttime to get all your
the air in 1976. "We decided to attempt a revenue. You go with an hour in the
morning show, sort of a mini-"Today" daytime and you bring people in, because
show. I said, 'I'll be there every day but it's for them."

In the early days of TV, many local
stations produced as much as half of their
programming: talk shows, local
own
documentaries, special programming for
children and all manner of shows that
network TV, with its wide scope, couldn't
produce effectively. But with the rite of
programming,
network
and
syndicated
"local programming" has come to mean the
evening news, movie features, cartoons for
the kids and an occasional local feature
such as the recent programs on Bangor's
150th anniversary. Ratings have become
increasingly important-some network shoes
are given only six weeks to determine their
fate. Local program directors come under
this ratings pressure for the ratings
determine advertising rates and, therefore,
yearly revenue. Since local programs rarely
national
ratings• comparable to
draw
a low
have
they
wonder
programs, it's no
survival rate.
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Amajornnisicalforce
named CountBasic

Duke Ellington's music
to befeatured

4

Richard Rose

.

Tuesday April 10, 8:00 p.m.. the 20th repeats quite tritter-of-factly, "In my
Century Music Ensemble, under the estimation, the future will find him to
direction' of Donald Stratton with be the most important composer of our
guest Don Doane on trombone will time along with Ives."
Trying to -recapture this individuadevote a night to the music of the great
of Ellington. Stratton has
lism
jazz artist Duke Ellington. Tickets are
some of the pieces directly
transcribed
on sale at $2.50 for students. $4.50 for
available
the
from
recordings. "Of
others. This group is a self-supporting,
cannot reproduce the
course,
you
totally indigenous organization whose
say. Johnny Hodges. but we
money goes into the purchase and sound of
attempt
to get a taste of what it
can
repair of instruments, music, equipmight
have
been
like."
,
ment and an annual tour.
Stratton is quite pleased to includeOne of the newest and most popular
loe•art forms alive today is the music of 1"on Tuesday night's program the guest
of trombonist Don doane.
jazz. It has been said that pop and jazz -artistry
Hailing from South Portland from a
are synonymous. Certain musicians
family of musicians. Doane started
scorn what they refer to as jazz. when
playing guitar at age four. He switched
it is obvious they are referring to pop.
trombone in high school and
to
In this way, they show their ignorance
established
himself in a career as one
of an`important branch of 20th century
of the finest trombone players in the
music.
Stratton chose the music of Duke country. He played for several years
Ellington for several reasons. Probably with Woody Hermand and Maynard
foremost, "The music of Duke Fergusson and was offered a job with
Eilingtat and duties Ives have been Count Basie.-but preferred living in
the two most important influences on Maine. He now teaches in the
my style." Secondly. "the music of Westbrook school district and works
Ellington covers the span of what we with his own group called Don Doane's
call jazz. He played in all styles with Trombone Choir.
Given the enormous talent of th• e
people of all styles." Duke Ellington
director, guest and the
band's
wrote pieces for a specific player. and
outstanding
music of Duke Ellington,
not necessarily for what he wanted to
along
with
the
superb reputation of
accomplish musically. "He knew
this
ensemble.
Tuesday
is a sure bet
so-and-so would play this way, and so
--be wrote to suit so:and-son!'' Stratton for great jazz. right here at Hauck
Auditorium.

Positions are now open
for Business Manager
and Editor of the
85 Prism(yearbook)

One of the newest and most.popular
art forms alive today is the music of
jazz. It has been said that pop and jazz
are synonymous. Certain musicians
scorn what they refer to as jazz. when
it is obvious they are referring to pop.
In this way, they show their ignorance
of an important branch of 20th century
Next week jazz lovers, interested
musicians, and inquiring 'newcomers,' can experience the music of two
of the greatest Jazz bandcomposers of
all time: Duke Ellington and Count
Basie. Count Basic and his Orchestra
will perform Wednesday, April 11. at 8
p.m. in an Arts Alive concert in the
University of Maine at Orono's
Memorial Gymnasium.
The UMO 20th Century Music
Ensemble will perform an exclusive
Duke Ellington program, Tuesday.
April 10th at 8. p.m. in the Hauck
Auditorium. This band is under the
direction of trumpeter, recording
artist, and composer Donald Stratton
and will feature one of America's
finest trombonists, Don Doane. as
guest soloist.
Born in Red Bank. New Jersey.
Aug. 21. 1909. William Basie never
thought himself more than a "Kinda
Honky-Tonk pianist:" but those who
experience his music as the "Count"
consider'him to be a major force in
American contemporary music. His
first musical training came from his
mother, and a "wonderful German
lady named Holloway," who gave
him piano lessons for twenty-five cents

In the early,.'twenties in Harlem.
piano was the leading instrument of
the day. James P. Johnson. 'Lucky'
Roberts, Willie "the Lion" Smith.
were all major forces from whom Bogie
drew--his inspiration. But the most
imp
- ortant influence on Bill's playing
was Thomas 'Fats' Waller.
worthy 'discipline of Waller. Basie
developed ,the bright touch at the
keyboarOull of harmonic sense.
faultless time and rythm; refining and
simplifying it into a style decidedly
unique and personal.
In the latter 'twenties and early
'thirties, Basie was playing the
vaudeville circuit, when he became
,stranded in Kansas City. There he
joined the remnants of Walter Page's
Blue Devils in Kansas City and formed
a nine piece orchestra. Shortly. he
joined the Bennie Moten Orchestra. In
1935. Bennie died and Basie became
the leader. In -1936 through the
influence of John Hommond and
Willard Alexander, Basie moved the
band to New York.
From that time, nearly 50 years ago,
until today. the Count Basie Band has
peaked around the world in perform-.
ances and recordings with the greatest
array of first-class jazz instrumentalists and vocalists than any other band
with the -exception of, Duke Ellington.
Basie seems to have an uncanny knack
for picking the right musicians for the
sound he wants and for the general
well-being of the band. "I usually look
(see JAZZ, page 8M)
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Available

Applications are now
available at 107 Lord Hall
and the Prism Office,
Memorial Union.
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Brad Hughes
It seems that the best bands never
perform live as well as they do in the
studio. That seems to be a well-founded statement, but usually rock and roll
bands can never capture the sound of
the studio in their live performances.
They can never capture the -full
potential of the studio and recreate the
sound live. Of course, there are the
few bands that can do that, and the
albums are few and far between. The
Rolling Stones did it with -Get Your
Ya-Ya's Out." Talking Heads did it
with "The Name of the Band is
Talking Heads," as did U2 with
"Under a Blood Red Sky." Now add to
the list the new Dire Straits album,
"Alchemy."
Since 1978. Dire Straits, led by
guitarist Mark Knopfler. has turned

out some of the best rock with dashes
of R&B and turned' them into
sophistieated song cycles. With their
only Top Ten hit, -Sultans of Swing."
they set the pace for four albums and
an e.p. that is some of the most
pretentious music of this generation.
Not bad for a band that dropped their
demo tape on the front step of
producer Muff Winwood just so they
could get an audition. But the band's
popularity rides on the full-bodied,
finger-picking style of Knopfler, who
has received much acclaim and that
has carried him 'into soundtrack (Local
Herct)_ and_ producing chores__ Olob_
Dylan's "Infidels"). But despite
several changes in the band's
personnel., the blues-oriented sound
that is Dire Straits ,has been
maintained. And although Knopfler
and Co. have received high merits on
the FM side of the radio, AM find
them too pretentious for their Style.

around her tightly and set off into the
bizarre afternoon. She rounded the
corner and could see the steeple of St.
continued from page 3M) Dominic's piercing the grey shroud of
"There's no sense in fightin' this. sky., She shivered,'
It's got to be settled. I need to know,
The thick granite slabs of steps rose
but I sure don't want tosknow."
before her. She had the sensation of
- She stood on theback set of steps dizziness as she climbed, seemingly to'
heaven. Below her the city spread and.,
• and watched the clouds scud slowly
by. The wind seemed to be coming
slight sounds of traffic could be heard.
from all directions at once and a
St. Dominic's stood on one of the city's
strange, pale light shone behind -the 'seven hills. At least she reached the
Everything top step and she tiptbed toward the
multi-layered
clouds.
seemed grey. Annie was strangely 'massive oak doors that held out the
city's evils. The door swung easily on
cold, but she pulled her cardigan

•Annie

With "Alchemy," Dire Straits
presents a solid representation of their
best work of thelour albums and their
e.p.. including the soundtrack album
Knopfler did for "Local Hero",. But
even with a choice selection of
material, "Alchemy" doesn't include
all of the best. Some of the select few
that were deleted were last years camp
classic "Twisting By the Pool,"
"Down to the Waterline" and "Water
of Love" (both from the first album),
"Industrial Disease," "Lady Writer,"
"Single-Handed Sailor" and others.
But of what is represented, it is an
accurate one_for the novice Dire Straits
fan.
The only technical flaw the album'
' has is that it is fragmented, to say the
least. The material was drawn from a
single performance in July. 1983, and
only Knopfler and bassist John Illsley
are _remaining from the original
members of the band. And there are
its hinge and Annie was inside in an
instant. The quiet was deafening.
From the foyer, she peered into the
cavernous church. Her slightest move
echoed,thunderously as she inched her
way down the aisle toward the altar.
-She was-looking in all directions at
once. She had never been inside a
church before.
Statues were perched in every
crevice and their faces Stared down at
Annie. There were old men and young
men, and a woman holding a fat baby.
Faded pictures hung on distant walls

times when .this is a hindrance to the
performance. because of the chemistry
between band members, and it shows
with a lot of the early material. But the
material is varied, and all of the songs
are five minutes in length or longer,
which makes for great extended
listening. And what Dire Straits does
best with the live performance is
showcase Knopfler's ability to turn
extended jams into examples of
five-string symphonies. And it is
Knopfler who plays the bands style to
the hilt, in their 1960's rave-up "Two'
Young Lovers," a beautiful accoustic
rendition of "Romeo and Juliet,- and
a rousing version of "Expresso Love."
But the version of "Sultans of Swing"
had much to be desired, because of the
fact that the song was over-performed.
It lacked the raw, bluesy feeling that
made it so popular. and gave no real
substance to the tune.
and the air smelled oddly sweet and
light. Her footfalls multiplied through
the church until she could no longer
hear her own immediate footsteps.
Suddenly the sun burst in through the
stained glass windows and Annie was
awash in blood-red light. She stopped
and stood: transfixed by the pictures in
the windows which she had not noticed
before. Blues and golds and greens
were also present in the windows, but
tones that she noticed
it was the blood ,
(see ANNIE, par 8M)

ATTENTION GRADUATE STUDENTS
Important Graduate Student Board Meeting

-=0

April5at6":30PM
in the
1912Room,Memorial Union
Issues to be discussed:
*Nominationsfor new officers
*Future ofGSB Grants
*Implications of BudgetCuts for GSB
!
ALL GRADUATESTUDENTS URGED TO ATTEND!
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•Annie'
(continued from page 7M)
most. She crept forward and saw a
near-naked man and a.cross and had
the uneasy feeling that she had seen
Him spm-ewhere before.. And at that
moment the light failed and Annie was
in the darkness again.
Gold statues .glinted in the twilight
of the interior as Annie walked toward
the altar. Once there, she stood in
awe. Suspended -in mid-air was a
tremendous wooden cross. On the
cress was a man who looked familiar.
He seemed, to be someone she had
always known. Beneath the hanging
cross, a table std. It was draped with
purple cloth-and there were many lit
candles, standing in' bunches; around
the table,
She hardly breathed. She had,never
thought such things existed. Everything was a mystery to her. She sat on
a hard wboden bench and stared witl?
her' mouth open at the man on the
floating cross. She tried to see His
eyes. He seemed to be looking right at
her, as if He knew her. too.
A slight squeak signaled the arriyal
of a tiny priest.'He was dressed in
black and his head shone in the dull
light of the candles. He saw Annie and
slowly approached with apparent
interest. He saw where her eyes were
held and said nothing as he sat next to
her on the seat. They sat in silence for
many minutes.
"Do you kniow Him?" the priestasked at last./
- --r`Tes.- Sfle answered !slowly.
"I thought so," whispered the
•priest. -I could see it in your eyes."
"It's as khoegh I've-oalways known
Him. That face is as familiar to me as
my.own."
The silence _filtered down from
above like silent 'snowflakes. .The
priest wore a smug look on his face as

though itivvere a mask. Annie finally she did not keep count. A slice of moon
was able to look away from the man on hung over the church steeple while a
cluster of white stars glittered over the
'the cross.
"Do you work here?-" -she asked. Calvin Klein jeans advertisement.
Annie wondered what would happen
turning to the man.
His smug look faded away; he was next. Would she receive another
unable to answer; he merely shook his visitation? Would, she see. the Man
with the haunted eyes again? A fierce
head.
"I had an experience, you might and' sudden wind penetrated her
say.- Annie said. "I thought I could sweater and chilled her to ,the very
sould of her being, stabbing at her like
find an answer here,"
Nodding solemnly, the priest asked an icicle in new-fallen snow.
She got off the bench and started to
her what her experience had been.
walk.
The wind was at her back.
Annie hesitantly explained the vision
urging
her on. She limped through the
an
for
she had seen and then waited
explanation. The church was getting park which was so familiar -to her.
"Imagine, me and baby. Mighty
darter and the candle flames seemed
hard to figure. What was it that priest
to grow as the blackness increased.
The priest. realizing_that -Annie was called it. some kind of conception?"
She chuckled and muttered to
totally innocent of religion, explained
,
herself,
unaware of the dark shape
to her, as though she'ere a small
child, the story of the Virgin. He spoke that. lurked beneath the broken
calmly and slowly. Annie was held streetlight. The figure watched her.
captive by the simple tale. Night had followeirher-stow- progress' along the
fallen by'the time she emerged from path. It slipped from the ,broken
streetlamp to a dead euonymus.
the church. She felt reborn.
"f been lookin' for you," came the
She walked across ,the coni--mon,
taunting
voice from the bush.
seen
back to the spot where she had
and swung around
Annie
stopped
along
her
She
ran
her
sleeve
the face.
nose, shivering in the cold. The park trying to pinpoint the location of the
was empty. The Clouds had given way rice. Rut all she saw- was the vista of
to reveal ,a nightsky filled with cold, the vacant park and its dead botanical
hard stars. Annie found the spot and garden. Lonely streetlights dotted the
sat on a nearby bench. She stared in barren landscape giving off selfish
awe at the sky. as though it were the light that seemed to roll back onto
first time ,she had ever seen it. She itself. Annie tried to blink away
mumbled to herself as she huddled on sudden tears.
the park bench. Its slats were ice cold; "Who's there?" she called. "Who
and they dug into her skin. The story spoke?"
She half expected to ee His face
the priest-had told her raced through
again, suspended in the black- ky.
her mind.
'It's me, all right. I have been framed by tiny stars like one of those
chosen. Me. -Mighty' hard to believe. black velvet paintings she had seen
But I did see it with my -own two eyes. once. Convinced that the voice was
Real funny. but I never though I was His, she walked toward it. She walked
special,just worked like everyone else. blindly. feeling she was being guided
kept my nose outa other people's by some great; unknown power. She
business. Innocence, that priest called cried freely as the icy, wind _ripped at
'her eyes. She stopped in front of the
it. Huh."
The bells of S. Dominic's rang, but dead burning bush.

WANTED: Adventurous Companion
with interest in
business.
MT
10
Basic First
MT 21
Squad Tactics

N.

@ArmyROTC.
Learn what
it takes to lead.

You're career oriented_ You're interested in
business.
You're an individual
seeking experience in problem analysis, requiring decision-making results. You
want management training
and leadership experience.
Experience that will be an
asset in a business careeror any career you may choose.
If you are this individual, you can get all ofthis
experience through the adventure ofArmy ROTC.
Call:
Captain John J. DiStasio
ROTC Enrollment Officer
University of Maine
Room 112, Armory: 581-1125

The newspaper the next day carried
a small notice that:'
"A local vender was found raped
and murdered in City 'Park. The
woman, comnionly known as Hot-Dog
Annie. was pronounced dead on the
scene by police."

•Jan

..._ -

(continued from page 6N1)
for a type of guy, for a certain kind ot
character in a man. I think it's
important to have a likable, a happy
sort ofgul- as well-as one who is a nice
musician."
Basie's popularity can be measured
by the esteem in which he is held b)
his fellow musicians in a partial listing
the 62 jazz artists who voted his
band the "Gredtest Ever" and also
"'New Star" in the Musicians Poll in
Leonard Feather's 1956 Encyclopedia
Yearbook of Jazz. Louis Amrstrong,
Bobby.Hackett, Woody Herman_ Stan
Getz, Dizzy Gillespie, Tomm_y. and
Jimmy Dorsdy. Benny Carter, Eddie
Condon. Nat Cole, Lee Konitz. Sonny
Stitt.' Erroll Garner, Andre Previn,
Pete Rugolo, Bill Harris and Horace
Silver are just some,of the names.
Of course, _even in the 80s, Count
Basic's popularity is on the increase,
never waning.At the fourth Annual
Kennedy Center Special Awards
Ceremony in Washington. D.C. in
December 1981, he received this
special honor along with actor Carry
Grant. actress Helen Hayes, choreo-grapher-Jerome-Robbinsand-pianist
Rudolf Serkin. Introduced by Henry
Mancini, he was extolled with the
statement, "No one and no one band
has contributed more to American
music than Count Basic."
A couple of months later at Radio
City-Music Hall in New York City, the
Black Music Association paid homage
to this outstanding member of is
America jazz royalty. at ab all-star gala
-emyttcd
Baste-With Love." The
program notes acknowledged his gifts:
"Count Basic, during his nearly fifty
years as a band leader, is internationally recognized as a modern music
immortal."
Count Basic and his orchestra are a
continuing force., Concerts, -dances,
special events, T.V: Specials. annual
tours to Europe. Japan and frequent
jaunts to other faraway places--the
band is more popular than ever before.

Tickets are on sale at the Memorial
Union Box Office from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. doily or by calling Studeqt
Entertainment and Activities 5811802. There _is no reserved seating.

MILLER'S
SALAD BAR
GUARANTEED TO SATISFY THE
HUNGRIEST APPETITE

TRY OUR NEWEST ITEM

TACOS

WITH ALL THE
FIX/N'S

Plus °yew 720 hot and cold Items
and our "Fix-Your-Own" Sunda*
corner. You can't boot III

OTHER

Row

427 Main Street, Bangor
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Education haspurposes other than careers

The Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor and
commentaries. Letters should be 300 words or less;
commentaries should be About 450 words. Anonymous letters or commentaries and open letters
are welcome, but names will be withheld from
publication only under special circumstances. The Maine Campus reserves the
right to edit letters and commentaries
for length, taste and libel
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To the editor:
tit
Although UMO is suffering
a budget crisis, it needs more
than a transfusion of money to
bring back educational quality. The purpose of an
education is misguided at
UMO. Too many students see
their education only as a
means to a good career.
However, an education should
give us more than a career.
Students should read and _
understand the achievements,
of Western civilization. The
"great books" can help us
advance our own. They can
help us grasp the economic
and political problems of
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today. An educated person
should be a rational, critical
and independent thinker. As
students, are we evolving in
this manner? An education
should make us inquisitiveand open-minded individuals.
I find the amount of bigotry on
campus alarming.
We need to return to
"probing research and hard
thinking." In our ever-changing society, we need a
"well-rounded" education in
order to maintain or increase
our socioeconomic position.
Students should be acknowledged and rewarded for their
academic and intellectual ezccellence, not by placards or
copied forms or by priority

0.1 '

The Maine Campus
welcomes commentaries BLOOM COUNTY
on almost any subject.
UKE EVERYONE TO KNOW THAILOOION6 FOR NEW PIRECTION5
IN MY LIFC'I'M POUB77A16, MY OLD
Commentaries should
VALUE5 4NPW.A55E59NE7 MY
FEW ACCOMPLISHMENTS !4N&7
words
450
-about
be
FRANKLY, FM 6,err1ti& A
LITTLE DEPR65,5612 AMB"
long.
If you wish to
THIN6,-5!
.1
submit a commentary,
mail it to Suite 7A
Lord Hall, UMO.
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overcrowded
course sections.
I hope UMO Acting President Arthur Johnson is sincere
in his attempts to create a
atmointellectual
strong
sphere, because I have seen
nothing but political self-interest games since I have been a
student at UMO. There is a
very interesting article on
education
entitled. "Five
Ways to Wisdom," Time,
Sept. 27, 1982, pp. 66-72,
which will make anyone who
it
reads
the
appreciate
purpose of an education.

Counseling marriage in the 1980s

o3
rent

^

t's been said that Leap Year usually
1
coincides with a new wave of marriages,
and 1984 seems to be no exception. One
of us, in fact, has become just another
example of the quadrennial trend—but not
without sertain conditions, he's discovered.
His particular nuptial experience will take
place in a Roman Catholic Chbrch this May.
One of the Church's stipulations is that
spouses-to-be undergo a relatively new form of
group marriage counseling called "Pre-Cana:
The exercise is as much political as it is wellintentioned, but the experience can provide an
unusual perspective on marriage in the 1980s.
Pre-Cana counseling constitutes the Church's
response to changing sexual mores, high
divorce rates and family fragmentation during
the last two decades. Pre-Cana is something
akin to a pre-game chalk-talk. The point isn't
that several hours of discussions between
couples and religious types will guarantee lifelong marital bliss, but that the Church can at
least know it tried to shape the outcome.
Partly underlying this mission is a notion
that too many men and women have skipped
into marriage with insufficient knowledge of
the communication required for successful
Hollywood
(Only
relationships.
celebrities—we'll resist naming names—would
argue with that premise.)
As one might suspect, there's another
important factor at work: the Church's
obsession with sex. If nothing else, Pre-Cana is

a recap, (mature adult style) of Human
Sexuality 101, To sit through a session on
natural family planning is to witness the forces
behind one of America's strongest political
movements, and to wonder why any adult
would have to pay $10 (as we did) for the
privilege.
Political interpretations probably didn't
occur to most of the 30-odd couples who
-recently gathered in a Washington suburb for
their Pre-Cana session. The packed house (it's
Leap Year, remember) seemen to share a
principle interest in putting this particular
marriage requirement behind them in a singal
afternoon. They were only too glad to have
avoided the six evening (or one whole
weekend) sessions usually required.
But the median age of the participants could
have been no less than 25; in about half the
couples, one of -the partners came from outside
the Church. Many in the crowd had already
held jobs for years. Must it be said that most
of these adults probably didn't need a Romancollared clergyman of afternoon seminar leader
to tell them how to manage their sex lives?
Apparently aware of their audience, the
priest and parish couple in charge kept the
ordeal brief. The Church made its own sales
pitch ("we' need you desperately") and stressed
the day's principle theme ("communication
makes Or breaks a marriage"). Everyone was
free to go ,in three hours (the schedule had
called for ffve).

But the Pre-Cana didn't conclude without
revealing something deeper about the efforts of
any institution, religious or otherwise, to
influence the ever-changing society in which it
functions.
Some institutions can anticipate or even
precipitate change,- as the scientific world has
done in micro-biology and personal computers.
Other -institutions, like the. Church, usually
react. Pre-Cana is a reaction, Awl an outdated
one at that.
Ten to 15 year; ago, With Ateii-Fa caught in
the throes of cultural (and partly political)
revolution, the Church was forced to deal with
artificial'contraception,
of
forms
new
recreational sex., . and divorce aS Ala national
pastime.
„,_
In recent years, however, the media and
statistics keepers ,11414„i •-.been -saying that
promiscuity is out, ahitingnce (or at least the
inclination toward it) is in, and couples are
marrying later. If there's an increasing
problem, it's that some eligible single people
are becoming too accustomed to self-sufficient
lives (and therefore are difficult to live with
once married).
To be sure, there may always be a beneficial
end to advice, no matter where the wisdom
originates. But as engaged couples become
older and wiser, they'll probably be only more
capable of making up their own minds. If that
makes for longer and .sounder relationships,
who can complain?
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•ROTC

(continued from page 1)

•Senate

that she is entitled to judgment in her
favor."
At the October hearing. the Army
argued that lesbianism is not
compatible with military service.
Hornby's decision acknowledged
that courts have "uniformly upheld
the military ,policy in cases of
homosexual acts occurring within the
period of service."
But he said there was "no clear,
controlling precedent or consistent line
of authority on the defensibility of the
military policy" in cases where
conduct is not an issue.

October. concluded "that a person
cannot constitutionally be disenrolled
for merely identifying herself as one
who has a desire to engage in
homosexual acts.
"Likewise. I conclude there is no
evidence or contention that consummation • is likely to occur within a
framework material to the Army, such
as on base or during the period of
military service'. Since there is no
evidence or contention that Matthews'
homosexuality goes beyond unconsummated desire or intent. I conclude
-- 4

•Thefts
NA*
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(continued from page 1)

residents who were involved turned
themselves in at the police station.
The four students received notice
at the end of last week that their
Residential Life room contracts had
been terminated and they had until
April 1 to move out of Knox Hall', said
Nancy Louk-Murphy, Knox • Hall
resident director. Two of the students
no longer live on campus. while the
other two students still live in Knox
Hall and are waiting for a decision on
their appeal, she said. The decision
should be made this week.
Wendy Tripp. UMO conduct officer,
said. "I'm just investigating the case

dp

right now."She said, "Theft is usually
treated very seriously, but no
proportionate to the monetary value
(involved). I have to take into account
their motives and whether they've
committed other offenses."
She said. "I can't fine them, but if a
jacket was damaged .theg-may have-10pay to replace or repair
Prosser said the four students
involved admitted they were intoxicated when they took the jackets.
Tripp said if the students are minors
they will also face the penalties of
drinking alcoholic beverages under
age.

Support

March of Dimes
BIRTH DEFECTS FOUNDATION

Communique

(continued from page 1)

ment which would have made the
results of the vote null and void if 15
percent of the student body did not
vote in the referendum..
Scot Marsters, off-campus senator,
said the amendment would prevent
special interest groups from controlling the vote, and would'force student.
government to inform the student
body.
Tony Mangione, graduate student
senator, said the 15 percent was
arbitrary. and that the "amendment
,was as ridiculous as it was unconstitutional."
The 15 percent figure was changed
to 1 percent. which was passed.
The GSS voted 18-2 to send the
question, of the plus/minus grading
system to the students in response to
the Council of Colleges support of the
proposal March 28. The COC voted in
favor. 20-11. while the GSS voted
against the system March 27. 15-14:
Peter Tirschwell. fraternity senator,
said he was against the proposal
because the GSS had previously voted
it down.
"This body as representatives of the
student senate who are supposedly
responsible to our constituencies of the
students we represent voted against
Tirshwell said.
Rodney Labbe, graduate student
senator, said. "I think the Council of
Colleges did not weigh the student's
wishes very heavily.
Jerome Nadelhaft. Chairman of the
Council of Colleges. said the student
vote would have no effect on the
decision to implement the plus/minus

system should a majority of the
colleges and acting President Arthur
Johnson approve the plan.
"The student vote in and of itself
doesn't carry any constitutional weight
as to academic policy." Nadelhaft
said. "It's always possible it may
influence how the faculty may vote."
In another resolution, the GSS
defeated a measure 13-12 which would
have placed a question on the
referendum requiring all part-time
students to pay an activity fee of $1.50
per credit up to a max. mum of $7.50.
Marsters asked Labbe, who presented the proposal to the senate, if the
proposal had been researched.
"I know nobody has done the
research," Marsters said. "Nobody
knows the effect it will. have on the
student body."
The GSS also passed a resolution
which will create a public relations
committee which would issue press'-...,
releases and other publicity items for - '—
student government.
Labbe said the function of the
committee will be to "fill in that gap
between what is actually said and what
it is twisted to be."
,"Anyone who has read that
newspaper (the Maine Campus) has
seen that we obviously are not being
painted in the,best light." Labbe said.
Katie Simmonds and Laura- Lundberg were --approved as off-campus
senators, while Emily Moore was
approved as Cumberland Hall senator.
The Save the Animals was given
preliminary club approval.

by Scott Blaufuss
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Thursday, April 5
Dance Demonstration. Ram Island Dance Company.
Memorial Gym. 10 a.m.
Al-Anon Meeting. Old Town Room, Union. 11 a.m:
Faculty Forum on Religion Ham Room, Union.
Noon.
6Room,
'
French Language Table. Yellow Dining
,Hilltop. Noon.
BrOwn Bag Discussion. "Travel and Vacation
Opportunities in the Canadian Maritimes." North
LOVir( Itoom, Union. Noon.
MCA 15-Minute Prayer. Drummond Chapel, Union.
12:30 p.m.

by Chuck
Staff Writ(
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Wednesday, April 4 (continued from page 1)
Wildlife Noontime Seminar. Joseph P. Foran: '
"Upcoming Environmental issues in Maine." 204
Nutting Hall. Noon.
German Language Table. Yellow Dining Room,
Hilltop. Noon.
Botany and Plant Pathology Seminar. Christa
Nitrogen
Schwintzer: "Nitrogen Fixation and
Release in Myrica gale Litter in Peatland." 113
Deering Hall. Noon.
Poetry Discussion. Ron Silliman. Reading Room,
304 Neville Hall.
News of the World Forum, Douglas Allen:
"Imperialism and Central America Since Vietnam."
Sutton Lounge, Union. 12:15 p.m.
APO/GSS Blood Drive. Aroostook Hall. 2 - 7 p.m.
Panel Discussion. Edward Holmes, Omar Pound,
Constance Hunting, Burtin Hatlen: "What Makes
Poetry New?" Writing Lab, 4th floor, Neville Hall.
4:15 p.m.
MCA Bible Study. South Bangor Lounge, Union.
6:30 p.m. _
Discussion Series. Rabbi Joseph Schonberger:
"Judaism-The Basics." South Bangor Lounge,
Union. 7:30 p.m.
Cultural Affairs Film Series. "The Man Who Loved
Women." BCC Student Union. 7:30 p.m.
J. Danson:
Lecture. Barnett
Week
Canada
in
Canadian-American
Issues
"Contemporary
Relations." 140 Little Hall: 8 p.m.
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Olympic gold medalistspeaksin Hauck

GSS

00*

will probably never dominate amateur
sports like they did in the past because
American athletes are not 100 percent
The 1948 and 1952.0Iympic gold subsidized by the government like
medalist in the decathlon. Bob communist athletes. He did say,
Mathias. told a small crowd in Hauck however. that the U.S. Olympic
Auditorium about the excitement of Committee is making progress.
Recently. an Olympic Training Center
the Games.
"To me.the Oiympic Games are the and mini-Olympic Games, like the
greatest athletic competition in the National Sports Festival, have been
erican athletes
established to give Am.
world," he said.
improveand good
the
facilities
training
discussed
proper
Mathias
ments in - track and field since he coaching. He said unless our athletes
participated. He said the sport has are completely subsidized. they "will
improved dramatically because of always come in third." He prefers our
better coaching. more competition. present system. however, he said.
Two problems he noticed in present
improved equipment, and the athletes'
Olympic Games which he did not
present mental-attitude to win.
'Today coaches know everything experience in '48 and '52 are the
about their athletes' body...they can politics now involved and the drug
help the athlete reach their maximum scandals.
"Politics might rear its ugly
capability. That simply didn't happen
head...into the Olympic Games, but
years ago," he said.
"Today you have the opportunity for they should be fantastic." he said.
About the drug scandal he said, "I
more competition. You can't get'good.
hope this drug thing is simply
really good, with one competition.
"The athlete's great determination, eliminated. There is no need for it."
In his first attempt at the Olympic
the will to win,— he said is beneficial
-decathlon in 1948 in London he said,
for success
Some areas where he has. seen "I was there just for the fun of it, to
improvement in equipment are the get experience. I was not expecting to
javelin (better aerodynamics), pole place. I was relaxed and I had a great
vault pole (lighter and more flexible), time. At the end of the 10 events they
synthetic tracks (instead of dirt) and added up the score.and I had the most
starting blocks which they did not have points. I won.
"It shocked me. surprised me. At
during his day on the field.
Mathias said the US Olympic Team the time I was only 17 years old. At the

by Chuck Morris
Staff Writer
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Fencingchampionships
heldat UMO
by Bob McPhee
Staff Writer
The Amateur Fencing League of
America. the Maine Division, held its
„state men's and women's championship Sunday in the gymnastics room
of the Memorial Gymnasium.
The UMO fencing club placed
members in the top three in the four

WI rwy

time I didn't realize what it meant."
Mathias called the decathhin "a new
adventure" for him. "The next four
years were a lot different," he said.
"I set a goal for myself. My personal
goal was to beat the world and
Olympic record. I had a goal to shoot
for, but it was also nerve racking" to
be defending champion. He said the
pressure of trying to defend his title
made him more determined to win it
again.
"I guess I'm lucky to have had._a
coach come up to me and ask me to try
something new."
Mathias said the moral of the story
was to try new experiences.
"Give it a shot," he said. "You
take you.••
never knocv where if
Mathias is a former Congressman
from California and was the first
director of the US Olympic Training
Center in Colorado Springs.
In the upcoming Summer Olympic
Games in Los Angeles he predicted the
men's and women's track and field
teams, men's and women's swimming, basketball, cycling and women's
volleyball team will do well for the
_United States.
"Rest assured they will do the best
they can and yOu can't ask for any
more. They have given up everything,
their life, for one thing, to be the best
they can be." he said.

Bob Mathias, two-time Olympic gold
medalist in the decathlon, speaks
about his experiences in track and
field. (Morris photo)

The baseballdoubleheaderon April14 will be
held in Auburn and notatMahaneyDiarnond

Kreider finished first in the epee and
third in the foil. Mike Loughlin was
second in the sabre division and Bruce
Kreider, a former UMO student, was
second in the foil and third in the
sabre.
The scoring is determined by the
number of times an individual is
touched by an opponent's weapon.

as stated in Tuesday's Maim Campus.

Mahaney diamond waiting
for'mother nature'
AROUND THE DIAMOND—The
athletic department has received a baseball tarp to cover the
UMO grounds'keeper Jim Dunphy, infield of Mahaney Diamond during
who is in charge of the athletic fields at adverse weather conditions.
The tarp, donated by the Graduate
UMO. said the condition of Mahaney
Diamond is in the hands of "mother "M" club and friends of the
university, is 180' X 18' and is
nature."
"It's up to the weather now because considered standard for most major
we have to wait for the frost to come league ballfields including Yankee
out of the ground," Dunphy said. Stadium inislew York City and Three
"What we need is some sun and Rivers in Pittsburgh, Pa.
The tarp, purchased for 59.000 from
wind."
"There's nothing anyone can do the John Boyle and Company of
right now until the field is clear and we Elmsford, N.Y., is Staph. fire and
can start work on the spots where it's mildew resistant and 'waterproof.
Dunphy expressed concern because
needed." Dunphy explained.
of this type has never been
material
will
work
field
where
the
on
spot
A
be needed is the outfield which is used at UMO.
"It might be hard and awkward to
extremely rough due to improper
use at first but once we get the hang of
drainage.
Some drainage plates under the it there should not be any problem."
ground have been broken and the frost he said. "It will definitely be an asset
has caused them to move. ,Dunphy in the future."
said.
by Bob McPhee
Staff Writer

Dmas

divisions; men's foil. men's sabre, The ftil -is scored by touching the
men's epee and women's foil.
trunk of the body,,the sabre from the
In the foiL division, the smallest - waist up and the epee on the entire
weapon. the women swept all three
body.
places with Katrina Goft, Gerri Bosse
If an individual is touched five
and Paula Ashton.
times by his opponent the match is
The weapon used is a meter long (39
over.
inches) and weighs a little more than a
The sabre is scored by a judge and
pound. The foil division is the lightest
four jury members while the foil and
followed by the sabre and the epee
the epee are electronically scored by a
divisions.
machine.
Pete
In the men's divisions, UMO's
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13aseball team plays Friday
by Bob McPhee
Staff Writer

I.?

BASEBALL NEWS—UMO will try
to ireturn to action in a doubleheader
against Northeastern University this
Friday. and another double header on
Saturday and Sunday against the
University of Connecticut in Storrs.
The University of Maine baseball
team has not played a game, away,
since March 24, when it beat the
University of Miami-Ohio 9-6 to win
the Jody Ramsey tournament at Pan
American University in Edinburg,
'Texas.
The Black Bearis were scheduled to
play two doubleheaders last weekend
in Connecticut against Yale and
Fairfield Universities but a severe

snowstorm
forced
postponments.
There has been no word concerning
the make-up dates.
A couple of UMO players had mixed
feelings when asked how the poor
weather and having to practice indoors
in the Field House affects them.
"It's tough especiallcoming back
from- the south," left fietter Rob Roy
said, "It's hard to see the ball when
you come back inside."
"It's not good for the team but at
the same time the other teams that we
play are prevented from going outside
so in that respect we are fairly equal,"
senior co-captain Jeff Paul said.
Tom Martin; a junior, said, "You
can't compare the,two. You can't get
fully trained when you're inside."

Ai

Obeinpic hopefuls invited
to basketball tryouts

-

_

NEW YORK-(AP)---A group of 74
basketball players, 'ranging from
All-American center 7-foot Patrick
Ewing of national champion Georgetown to two., teenagers still in high
school, was invited Tuesday to try out
for the U.S. Olympic basketball team.
Ewing was joined by such college
stars as Michael Jordan and Sam
Perkins of North Carolina. Wayman
Tisdale of Oklahoma. Chris Mullin of
St. John's, Leon Wood of CaliforniaFullerton and Keith Lee of Memphis
State.
Also included were Delray Brooks of
Michigan City. Ind., who will be a
freshman at Indiana for Olympic
Coach Bobby Knight next year; Danny
Manning of Lawrence, Kan., expected
to enroll at the University of Kansas,
and Walter Berry. a New Yorker who
led San Jacinto Junior College to the
natioiial title -this— year. _Betty - -is

_

expected to play for St. John's next
season.,
Kentucky is the best represented
college on the tryout list with four
players—"Twin Towers" Sam Bowie
and Melvin Turpin. forward Kenny
Walker and guard Jim Master.
North Carolina and Louisville had
three players each invited. North
Carolina placed Perkins, Jordan and
guard Kenny Smith on the tryout
squad, and Louisville had center
Charles Jones and guards Lancaster
Gordon and Milt Wager,.
Georgetown's scrappy defensive
guard, Gene Smith. joined Ewing on
the team. Houston, the team the
Hoyas defeated, placed forward
Michael Young and guard 'Alvin
Franklin, but the Cougar's 7-foot
center, Akeem Abdul Olajuwon. a
Nigerian. is ineligible for the U.S.
team.

The Performing Arts Series
University of Maine at Orono
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Dan Costigan

Basketball playerswitches
to football
by Bob McPhee
Staff Writer

UMO basketball player Dan
Costigan is trying out for the
football team as a split end
during spring practice.
Costigan, a sophomore, decided to try out for football after a
disappointing basketball season
during which he saw limited
playing time.
UMO receiver coach !Mike
Hodgson said he is pleased with
Costigan's performance after
only two days of practice.
"He has shown he can play the

game, so once he learns the assignments he should fit right
in," he said.
Costigan has not played
football since his sophomore year
at Cheverus High School where
he was a quarterback and safety.
His quickness should work to his
advantage at UMO.
Costigan , is not the first
basketball player to, try out for
football at UMO. Roger Lapham
caught 27 passes for 254 yards
and one touchdown in 1979. In
1983 Clay Pickering had eight
receptions for five TD's.
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